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Good afternoon everyone! I simply cannot contain my happiness to
be amongst familiar faces, dear friends and respected colleagues in the
field of electoral participation.

Every so often, by the grace of God, I am blessed with detours that
bring me home. And for a good thirteen (13) years of my life, Election
Law was exactly that for me. However, after being away from that home
for nearly five(s) years, I can only be very honest with you and say that
ako po ay kinakalawang na and cannot profess authority, let alone
expertise, on automated electoral systems. But I am bent on saying my
two-cent's worth and I hope it would be worth your while.
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BACKGROUND
When I found the courage to embrace the brave new world of

human rights, I was given this brilliant opportunity to converge my two
lives as an erstwhile election lawyer and as Chairperson of the
Commission on Human Rights. On September 17, 2008, the CHR with
our partners, the International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES)
and Task Force 2010, organized a workshop entitled, "Ensuring the
Right to Electoral Participation: Giving Access to Vulnerable
Sectors in 2010." We identified six groups. These are persons with
disabilities, elderly, detainees, indigenous peoples, internally displaced
persons and the first-time voters. There was a sincere effort to consult
and to find solutions to their specific concerns in relation to the exercise
of their right to suffrage with an eye towards then achieving zero
disenfranchisement in the presidential elections of 2010.

More than waxing nostalgia, I share that particular engagement
with everyone here to illustrate the value of a sustained and genuine
cooperation amongst partners. You see, not only did we ask COMELEC
to be present in each workshop session - an invitation they accepted
wholeheartedly - but we also processed the workshop outputs in a formal
documentation, a book, which we endorsed to the Commission on
Elections. This documentation bolstered justifications for the adoption
of COMELEC guidelines to address the concerns of particular sectors or,
at the very least, was a tool to raise the level of awareness of COMELEC
officers on the plight of such marginalized populace. I could never forget
how moved I was last May 10, 2010 when I saw one detainee from an
NCR city jail whose eyes were brimming with unshed tears as he
explained how important it was for him to be given this opportunity to
vote and be heard. The solemnity and the seriousness by which these
detainees treated the sacredness of their vote gave me a new perspective
to our important work as policymakers.

And so, more than four years from September 2008, political
discourse is again replete with talks of the coming national, local and
ARMM elections. For instance, one burning issue which I feel is most
urgent and should inveigle the nation to a rousing debate is the Anti-
Political Dynasty Law.

Our Constitution is explicit in that Section 26 of Article II thereof
declares: "The State shall guarantee equal access to opportunities for
public service and prohibit political dynasties as may be defined by
law." Alas and unfortunately, such provision requires an enabling law
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which is magnified by an even greater tragedy in that the ethical
principle behind this provision is unseen and largely ignored by both
national and local elective officials.

Brandishing our latest gadgetry and technology, we purport to be a
modern society but one only has to open his or her eyes to see that we
continue to percolate desperately in a feudal system. Our institutions
have NOT engendered social, political and economic conditions to shape
an environment where political favors, influence-peddling and pork
barrel have been rendered archaic and retrogressive by a more vigilant,
discerning and indignant citizenry.

I share the sighing wistfulness of analysts like Prof. Randy David
who wrote in one of his articles that it is time to relegate unto the
political parties the mechanisms of political recruitment and leadership
formation. The tenacious grip of the oligarchs, the elite families and the
kinship networks must all come to an end soon. Indeed, there is little
truth to the urban legend that there is a genetic predisposition towards
public service. Experience, dedication, commitment, knowledge and
hard work do not rest in the hands of a few families only. Once our
democratic institutions begin to work for us and allow the
professionalization of politics in this country, Iam certain that there is in
every Filipino family the capacity of raising the next great local chief
executive or senator of the Republic. I am confident that we can soon
create a critical mass to push this at the forefront of public debate. To be
sure, the state of our political maturity will dictate our society's
continuing tolerance and pitiful acceptance of social, political and
economic inequities. I hope I live to see the day where political power
and public resources are not only accessible but are democratically
shared by the greater number of Filipinos.

But, mindful of what is expected of me in this engagement, may I,
now share my views on the automated election system or AES.

UNDERSTANDING THE AES

Doing the math, you will of course all realize that I never had the
opportunity to be an election law practitioner during the automated age.
But as a Legal Adviser to the President, I have had opportunities to study
the AES and confer with certain officers of the COMELEC on the system.
My following commentary, however, will be hinged on that engagement
and coming, almost entirely, from a lay person's perspective.
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FOIBLES OF AES

We have heard much about the foibles and tribulations of the
automated election system last 2010 Elections. Recently, the mock
election seems to suggest that there is cause for concern on the readiness
of COMELEC and the PCOS machines.

Much of the complaints in the 2010 Elections involved incumbent
local candidates, such as two-term congressmen, governors, and mayors.
But with the swift results attending the consolidation and canvassing of
the senatorial and the presidential counts, public interest in the House
investigation eventually waned, with the report of CongoTeddboy Locsin
not even meriting any significant media coverage upon its completion
and release.

We must have missed the writing on the wall because it seems that
the spidery cracks in the 2010 AES have only become manifest today and
are rendering vulnerable the whole automated electoral system for 2013.
The only question is will COMELEC and us, the citizens, be as vigilant
and selfless as that little Dutch boy who stays up all night and saves his
country from inundation and doom by putting his finger in a leaking
dike?

ADOPTION OF 2010 AES IN THE 2013 ELECTIONS

The COMELEC En Bane decided as early as March 7, 2012, by a
vote of 5-2, with Commissioners Augusto Lagman and Christian Robert
Lim dissenting, to utilize the same system used in the 2010 Elections for
2013, specifically the PCOS machines. Pragmatism weighed in favor of
adoption of the 2010 system. COMELEC would not want to, for instance,
go for another bidding process with its concomitant delays. There is also
that fear of additional expenditure required by a new system. It is further
claimed that COMELEC IT personnel, field officers, teachers and the
voters themselves are already well familiar with the 2010 AES, such that
information and education requirements will be at a minimum.

On the concerns raised on the vulnerability of the 2010 AES
system, the following efforts are committed to be undertaken by the
COMELEC:
1. The contractor for the project will be purely Smartmatic,
and the use of subcontractors will no longer be allowed;
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2. Implementation of specific modifications to foreclose any
external manipulation of the system. For this purpose, the
source code of the system should remain in escrow and kept from
the public, including the political parties and candidates
themselves, in order to prevent any use of information on the
source code for fraudulent ends.

3. COMELEC will take over a considerable part of the
functions that was sourced out to Smartmatic as the system
provider in the 2010 Elections, including deployment of the system
logistics. Smartmatic participation will be kept at a minimum,
relating only to technological aspects of the election preparations.
All services which are not related to the technical performance of
the system will be solely handled by COMELEC.

Fine, those three COMELEC commitments look good or sound
good. But, after the mock elections last weekend and reports of hackers
peddling their technical wherewithal to candidates, can those assurances
really give us some peace of mind?

But before I allow blind panic to take over, I heed my internal
disciplinary mechanism, breathe steadily, clear my mind and undertake
the process of rationalization. Yes, it's true, the system, as it now stands,
is imperfect. But what system is not? Point to me an error-free, fraud-
free and fool-proof automated election system and I will say you have
earned a visa to Utopia. Even the United States, with its vaunted
advances in technology, continue to introduce a patchwork of
regulations, procedures and recommendations EVERY major elections. I
do not want to sound cavalier about this but having been an election
lawyer during the Jurassic Age of manual-counting, I will be the first to
tell you, that such system is neither accurate, neither efficient and always
pliant to human manipulation. Should we then retrogress anew to a
manual system? My resounding answer is NO.

-Having given my stand against manual polls, let me focus on what
is going well for us. Comm. Rene Sarmiento, tied as we are by the human
rights umbilical cord, reported that COMELEC conducted offsite
registrations to accommodate persons with disabilities, indigenous
peoples and detainees, sectors CHR identified last 2008. COMELEC also
recently created a Campaign Finance Unit to oversee election campaign
spending. The most important efforts of the COMELEC to ensure a
credible and peaceful 2013 elections would be the party-list purging and
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the cleansing of the voters' list, avowed vehicles of massive cheating and
abuses during past elections. Given the foregoing, one can hardly accuse
COMELEC, under the leadership of Chairperson Brillantes, himself one
of the most seasoned election lawyers in the country, to have gone into
battle bare-fisted and ill-prepared. Indeed, having identified such
technical issues besetting the system, are we left with no options except
to blame COMELEC? I do not think this is responsible citizenship. I,
thus, congratulate the organizers of this Forum because platforms such
as this arrest panic and allow ventilation of issues and identification of
solutions.

PCOS:BETWEENTHEDEVILAND THEDEEP BLUESEA?

Is the 2010 AES hopeless in that it can be likened to a choice
between hell and the bottom of the ocean? I submit NOT. I find, and I
hope that I am not wrong, that even taking into account the possible
familiarization by now of the system by election fraud operators, the
possibilities of a systemic breakdown due to a technologically-based
manipulation may be more apparent than real. Thus, instead of engaging
in obfuscating argumentation that factionalizes what should have a been
a homogenous group of advocates for clean, transparent and genuine
elections, focus should instead be placed on ascertaining COMELEC
efforts at foolproofing or near foolproofing the system by making the
COMELEC openly accountable to improvements in the system every step
of the way before, during, and after election day.

First, I implore the maximized use of the COMELECAdvisory
Council and the Technical Evaluation Committee established
under RA 9839, especially on the technical aspect of operations
involving Slnartmatic. On that note, COMELEC must establish a point-
man representation and participation system in every
technical aspect of the operation, such that no Smartmatic
operation is undertaken without a COMELEC official being responsible
and knowledgeable on such an operation. These point-persons should be
able to directly report to the COMELEC En Bane and be accountable to
it.

The Government has no dearth in resource persons with credible
and exhaustive technical know-how and so, therefore, I suggest the
enhanced participation of the Department of Science and
Technology (DOST) whose officers will observe and work on all
aspects requiring intervention of the service provider, Smartmatic.
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Further, the elimination of subcontracting by Smartmatic must
be ensured because the outsourcing of services heightens the possibility
for loose controls and even fraud. Also, the COMELECGeneral
Instructions must be put to good use and should reflect all technical
intervention operating procedures, including the identification
of authorized non-government technicians and IT personnel
who will be intervening in systems troubleshooting at the
precinct and canvassing levels. These must all be timely published and
disseminated. It is noted that in the 2010 Elections, during system
breakdowns, SMARTMATIC fielded non-government, subcontracted
personnel to assist COMELEC and canvassing officials. The technical
procedures undertaken by these personnel were unknown even to the
COMELEC and canvassing officials, who therefore had no way of
knowing if these interventions where in accordance with the trouble-
shooting procedures laid down in the General Instructions.

In general, the system adopted in 2010, where COMELEC
officials sat back and relaxed while Smartmatic and its
subcontractors practically took over the constitutional function of
administering the elections, should not be repeated.

Running parallel to the enhancement of the COMELEC General
Instructions should be its review of election protest rules, especially
on the recount of AES ballots. In the 2010 election protests, the
COMELEC was steadfast on its rule that the recount of ballots should be
made by counting the ballots through a PCOS machine, much as they
were counted on election-day. This practically defeats the purpose of an
election protest recount, where the protestant expects the ballots to be
counted manually, to make sure that the vote reflected in the ballot was
accurately counted by the PCOS in the election-day count. It must be
underscored that such stance is contrary even to established practice in
the US, where in Gore v. Bush} the method of recount used was a manual
recount of previously machine-fed ballots. The AES being relatively new
in the Philippines, the COMELEC should, in managing election protests
and conducting recounts, look to modern-day precedents in countries
which have been using AES systems for a good part of the past decade.

As a lawyer, I strongly encourage COMELEC to resolve and
clarify, once and for all, the issues on BEl digital signatures and
public disclosure of the source code in order to comply with the
requirements of RA 9369. And as a believer of living an examined life, I
further urge COMELEC to review then Congo Teddyboy Locsin's
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Report of the House Committee on Suffrage investigation on the 2010
Election Fraud Allegations, and in the spirit of transparency make a
point by point presentation on how it was able to respond to these issues
and how it proposes to eradicate these problems in the 2013 AES
Elections.

Finally, I hope that election watchdogs and citizens alike
will nurture the same zeal and unwavering vigilance they
exhibited in the last 2010 elections that effectively aborted all pernicious
plans of thwarting the people's will by undermining the process. I liken it
to parenting where one must strike a balance between trust and vigilance
in rearing our children. How more appropriate is our analogy for is it not
true that just as important children are to their parents, so too are
elections to a democracy? We have to trust the leadership of the
COMELEC to do right by this nation. But at the same we time, we must
be cognizant of the fact that the only way to stem any efforts to inflict
widespread electronic fraud is for the citizens to close ranks and convey a
message that ours is a watchful and discerning citizenry that has zero
tolerance for election irregularities.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, while concerns over the integrity of the 2010 AES
for use in the 2013 Elections are valid issues that should be confronted
both by the COMELEC and this administration, I believe that the same
are not of the nature as to be beyond any kind of remedy. In the first
place, as pointed out by the COMELEC, the system will still undergo
modifications to foolproof it against manipulation. Any successful
attempt at manipulation, therefore, would have to contend with these
modifications, a feat that is possible only with the active participation of
key COMELEC officials and Smartmatic personnel, something that is
plainly contrary to reasonable belief at this point.

As such, efforts should instead be focused on making sure that the
lessons learned from the 2010 Elections and from the mock election last
weekend are not wasted. I hope COMELEC put to good use the less than
one hundred (100) days left before the election to tap all possible
resources and talents that can help identify and address technical
glitches and difficulties. It is not the time to buckle under pressure.

In fact, if my reading of the public pulse is correct, the present
leadership of COMELEC is assured of a solid place in our country's
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political history if it can use the 2013 electoral exercise to showcase a
clean, credible and electronically foolproof election. Indeed, I find that a
well-executed automated election system carries with it the promise that
our people's political will is fully expressed, protected and respected,
unhampered by any unreasonable interference and allowing for the
broadest of electoral participation.

Twenty-seven years ago today, the Philippines was also looking at
changing the course of its own history. The Snap Elections on February
7, 1986 was that turning point where our nation definitively turned its
back on Martial Law and helped create the catalyst that was the EDSA
Revolution. Twenty-seven years hence, our nation is once again before
an important election in our history. As it was before, it holds true today.
The power rests on the people. We must be as vigilant of our rights and
as protective of the truth. Our democratic institutions and the welfare
and future of our children deserve nothing less. Shall we then acquit
ourselves in history as the Filipinos in 1986? One can only pray that we
all do.

Thank you very much for your time and attention. Mabuhay
kayong lahat!
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